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ABSTRACT 

•TH3 DISPERSION AND GENERATION 
OF SEA STATES 

• by : 

Edward H. Turner • 

This paper deals with a method of generating 

a desired sea state in a wave tank. The time 

duration in which all wave groups are present at the 

test section and before reflected waves reach the. 

test section is maximised for a given length of wave 

tank. . . 

The duration is found to be dependent on the 

number of frequency bands chosen to represent the 
« 

spectrum. The more frequency bands chosen, and 

consequently, the better the spectrum is approximated 

the shorter the duration. 

■ Each frequency band is approximated by two 

sine wave3 of eeual amolitude. The freouency bands 

must be chosen so that they can be adequately 

represented by two waves. 
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*'■ 

A 

K 

J 

•Velocity of a wave group 

Acceleration of -gravity 

Wave height 

Wave length factor 

Distance' from a point 

L Minimum distance tl 
travel to decay 

L* Distance at which , 
of the wave grou 

Normal to the bourn 

N ’Number of waves in 

R Length of the wave 

t Time of arrival 

r • Wave period 

u Wave velocity 

K.E. Kinetic energy 
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n Surface elevation 

/> Density 

<XJ Frequency of a wav 

^AVE Average frequency < 

"o 

Smallest frequency 
the spectrum 



At Time•duration of the spectrum 

&i0 Chosen frequency band 

IX UJ Vfidfch of band, of frequencies 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to show.how a con¬ 

densed irregular' sea spectr.ua can be generated for a 

maximum duration in a wave tank by making full use of 

the time available before interference by reflected wave 

occurs at the test section. Use is made of- the fact 

that the wave velocity is indirectly proportional to the 

wave frequency. The dispersion of waves, due to the 

difference of .velocity, is the basis of the procedure 

for forming the desired spectrum. The irregular sea 

spectrum is considered to be made up of a set of simple 

sine waves of various v/ave heights and periods. A 

discussion of sine waves is given in the appendix, A 

sample v/ave spectrum, which is an approximation to the 

Neumann spectrum for a fully developed sea, is used. 

It is useful to first consider the dispersion, 

of an irregular spectrum in order that' the method for 

creation of a spectrum from its separate v/ave components 

may be more easily shown. 



II.. ■ -DISPERSION OF A SPECTRUM •: 

Consider the complete spectrum allowed to pass a 

point, 0, for an instant into smooth '.voter. As the wave 

travel away from 0, the longer waves begin to-outrun the 

shorter waves. The grout? velocity of a set of waves of 

frequency is given ' 

c = Jl = Ji 
47T 2 a) 

The time : Of arriv. al,' 

1, from the point 0 i 

If 

4 
C . 

From substitution into tne previous equation this become 

JL - 2m JP 

which may be rearranged to read 

U) z 
2f . 

This shows tine frequency which arrives at a particular 

time at the distance 1. 

If the spectrum has & .duration-*:,-to at the 

point 0, then the slowest wave which travels the distant 

U) 

1 and arrives at the time t has the frequency 

UJ ~~ ? (t-tp) 
s'~ 2J 

while the frequency of the fastest wave which travels 

the distance 1 and arrives at the same time t is- given 

by 

24 . 



The width of the band of the frequencies 

arriving simultaneously may be found, by 

that are 

subtracting 

equation (2) from equation (1): 

ACV = 
2-P (3) 

At represents .the duration of the spectrum at point 0. 

As these waves travel further along, i.e. when 1 is 

increased, they become less confused and the frequency 

band,4£j , passing a point at a given time becomes smaller. 

At a fixed location the frequency band will 

continuously shift toward higher frequencies. However, 

distinct frequency bands can be considered passing a 

point at different time intervals. 

It is useful to determine the minimum distance 

which the spectrum must travel to decay into groups of 

swells. As shown in the appendix, the equation of a 

surface composed of two waves of the same amolitude and 

of slightly different frequencies is 

>}Z2Q. cos^2(lc-K
,)x~Ji(wu-U,')t^ SIN 

The cosine part of this expression varies more slowly 

than the sine part. Thus the surface, representing a 

frequency band ,AWS , appears to be a group of sine 

waves of varying height. It can be assumed that a 

minimum of three waves passing a point is necessary to 



compose a group. In-this case the sine must vary at 

least six times as fast as the .cosine. Thus 

6 (/'z) (UJ''-.UJ') = J'z (uu'+u)") 

6/Z A UJ - u>Ave ' . ■ 

i*Av*)MAx '3 

v/hera i»Ave is the average frequency of the frequency 

band,a«;. The. smallest must be equal tq%+J^^to 

where uu0 is the smallest frequency represented in the 

spectrum. Therefore, 

A LOMAX 

and 

 
1 - !/ 
- <3 

A u), 'MAX O • 

If L is defined as the minimum distance -which the spa 

must travel to decay into groups of swells, it can be 

shown that . 

/ = —At. 
ul- 
VH4X 

At 

. &«v 

L* Wo 

or 



III. . GENERATION-OF A SPECTRUM 

In an attempt to develop a spectrum from wave 

components, wave groups which represent proper frequency 

bands must be assembled. This maximum frequency band 

width has already beer, shown.- 

According'to equation (3) the frequency bands are 

independent .of the frequency and all frequency bands are 

equal. The sum of all the frequency band widths must 

equal the total range of frequencies. The duration 

during which each frequency band is generated is directly 

proportional to the width of the frequency band. Since, 

the spectrum created can only have a duration equal to 

the shortest duration of a wave component, a set of equal 

frequency bands will give the maximum spectrum duration. 

Therefore equal frequency bands will be used. 

Due to the fact that, a wave group consists of a 

whole number of waves, &u> must be chosen so that a whole 

number of waves fills the time period, At . The wave 

period, T, is the time it takes to produce one wave and 

is equal to —■ . For a whole number of waves to fill the 

time period,At lias to be a multiple of 1. If u>, -sad uJz 

are the average frequencies of the first two bands and T, 

is the period of the wave with average frequency, u> and 



N-j_ and N2 are the number of waves in the v/ave. groups 

representing these bands, then. 

M=N N Z £L2>' 
Tt ■ • 2 IT 

N2 *' 2
 2 ff. 

UJZ _ /Vz to^ - u>,. * . . 
to. 

Mow subtracting iot from both sides: 

//a 
■>-*» s(f-0 

to. 

6 to - No > 
i N, 4 

If u>0 is' the smallest frequency that is represented in 

the. spectrum, then tutzto0Sto . This gives 

Sto _ - M 
tO0 +• i£<fus ^ 

SOJ was chosen so that N., and. Mg would b.e integers, but 

M-5 must be investigated to determine v/neoher or nos it 

v/ill be an integer. As shown 

z tk. -/ 
Ij . 

and for tne second frequency bana 

6 to _ A/3 __ 1 = <To> 
t*>,+£m ~jy~ ' ^2. * 

•Substituting for will give 

”tr* w, . 
M -//; . 



which may be rearranged.to give 

. -M 

N, 
,  - 

IL + 0&. - M ^ 
Nt N, M 

Nz~ N, 

No 

/Vjj ** 2/^2 + 

Therefore, if H-j' and N0• are integers, is an integer 

and, .likewise, all N’s are integers. 

Tave groups are produced whose frequency range 

is 6(JU in an attempt to have them recombine to form the 

original dispersing spectrum. Each of these.wave groups 

is in reality a miniature spectrum which continues to 

disperse even as the other wave groups become superimpose; 

on it. 

The leading edge of each wave group travels with 

the velocity of the minimum frequency in the wave .group. 

If i!* is defined as the distance at which all the leading 

edges o " the wave groups coincide, then 

ht + 
L* 

'to*) (u/0+£u>) * 

Substituting for the group velocities will give 



2 L Cuj0) 
■ §■. 

f At : 2 L*(cOp-t- Jm) 

£ 

or L - zluj ’ 

Since the maximum value of Jm is equal to A WMAX , the 

minimum value of is. L. - 

The wave groups that recombine at L are the 

same as if they had left the original dispersing spectr 

and traveled for.a distance of 2L*. So instead of the 

original dispersing spectrum, there will be a spectrum 

that passes for a time 2 At. Therefore, at L* each wave 

group consists of twice the number of waves as-when 

compared with its initial phase.. 

In the appendix' it is shown that the wave energy 

is proportional to the square of the wave height. 31ae¬ 

thers are twice the number of waves, the height of the 

input waves must be multiplied by the square root of tv 

in order to have the proper wav e height in the specs nun 

to be generated. The desired spectrum then lasts for a 

time 2At. 

The wave tank must be long enough for this proce 
/ 

to take place without reflections reaching the point 

where the spectrum passes for the maximum time. Thus i 

R is the length of the v/ave tank, then 

(cuo) R> U* +■ At 

t 



This is because the spectrum passes a point at.the 

distance L*- for a time 2At} and the fastest wave must 

travel for a distance equal to twice-the distance from 

the point'at L* to the wall before reflections interfer 

with the spectrum at the point of maximum duration. 

Substituting for L* .and -will give 

ft - 3A */*<*!* ^ g At MAX 
2 £w 2 u)0 J 

or At MAX 
_ QR_ /Wo £UJ. \ 

/ v CO0 + £LO) . 

The maximum time during which a- spectrum representing 

a given frequency range can be produced is 2AtMAX . 

A Neumann spectrum" of a fully developed sea 

with a wind speed of thirty-two knots will now be 

considered. The frequency/1 range represented by this 

spectrum extends from UJ =0.353 sec.“^ to =1.26 sec.' 

For convenience this range is taken to be % to 4%>sec. 

The maximum value of the frequency band is found by' 

In order to make this spectrum suitable for 

^•Gerhard Neumann, On Ocean "Nava Spectra and a 
New Method of Forecasting vind-Generated Sea, Beach 



reproduction in a wave tank,, the wave height must be. 

scaled down by a factor of proportionality, for instanc 

1:100. Scale up the wave frequency by the square root 

of this factor, which is 1:10. 

The. maximum time, &tMAX , for which wave -groups 

may be.produced, 

AtMAX r. ZB {MiAHL ) 

has. a numerical value for the case of a 100 foot tank: 

fa- 3/sn)m* - s.Sb S£ c. 
32.2/^* 

This time interval must be filled by a whole number of 

waves. Thus a>, is equal to %>+% t^) which is . 

Then 

-r - 2- IS. rfr 
'I w, 6 stc- 

It is obvious that if the time interval, At, is five 

seconds, then three waves of period ?, can be produced. 

For the second v/av.e group the period is T2 = ■jf seconds. 

Four waves of period ?2 will fill a five second At. 

The following .data is calculated•from the! 

Neumann spectram 



iv~S.EC'1 . 
££LC*2SEC. 
<SU> 

AJL 
SO 1.2 9 X 10* 10.3X10* 

. 8 nr-- 
50 1.8 8X10* 15.0x id4 

JO * 
SO i 40X10* 11:1X10+ 

! 2 ir : 
so 0.80X10* 6.37X10* 

14 TT 
SO 

0.574X10+ 4.57X10+ 

I61T 
so 

0.274X10* 2.16X10* 
i 

IQV 
SO 

0.14 2X10* US X 10* 

7.0% 
SO 

o.oeoxio* 0.637X10 



In order- to. get the desired scale model , of a . 

spec tram, the wave fr-equency is multiplied by ten and 

the square of the wave, height is multiplied by 2 x 10"^ 

The'square of the wave height is changed to inches 

souared to obtain: 

Cu IN. 

tr/s 3.19 

ev/s 4.66 

tO V/f 5.4f 

1.98 

•*Vr 1.4 2 

'*%• 0.6 8 

0.3S 

0.2 0 

groups of frequency UJ, , , . .. cu 
9 9 

with the square of the wave height being h, h4~,...hg 

an approximation of the desired scale model spectrum is 

obtained. The spectram will pass for a maximum time at 

tne aistance L vinere L 

- 32.2^/sscz *Ss£c. = 32.2 X2S" 

LK- 

The spectram will last for a time 2or ten seconds 



IV. CONCLUSION 

An approximation to the desired spectrum can be 

generated which lasts for a time ecual'- to twice the o /.I-- 

time duration of the input wave, groups. The maximum 

time this spectrum can last is limited by the length of 

the wave tank and. the maximum frequency band width which • 

can be represented by-wave groups. The largest frequency 

band which can be represented is given by Vs o)Qwhere u>0 

is the smallest frequency represented in the spectrum. 

As smaller frequency bands are taken, the approxi¬ 

mation to the actual wave spectrum becomes' more, exact, 

but the duration of the spectrum becomes shorter. 

Thus the duration available depends on the length 

of the wave tank, the smallest frequency in the spectrum, 

and the frequency band chosen. 



FIGURE i DISPFRSI ON OF A SPECTR UM 

At a given time, fj- , waves arrive which 

represent a frequency .band A a/. h'aves of a 

frequency, u/, arrive for a time period fj*.' 
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APPENDIX . 

The -following discussion of simple sine waves 

is taken from Horace Larab^. A co-ordinate system with 

the.origin at the undisturbed water'level is chosen, -x 

is chosen to be in.the direction of wave.travel and y 

is chosen to be vertical with upward positive. If there 

is no variation in the direction perpendicular to the 

wave travel, the'wave is two dimensional ana the velocit 

potential is 

- r\ 
“ 

This comes from the fact that the water v/as ori, 

at rest, and is necessarily irrotatiohal. At a 

;inaily 

fixed 

boundary 

=o 6m ^ 
where <r\ is the normal to the boundary. 

then 

If the- square of the velocity is neglected, 

- ff -sy+.nt). 

^Sir Horace Lamb, Hydrodynamics (New York, 1945), 

pp. 363-367, 369-370, 331. . 



If *1 denotes the surface elevation, then 

since there is uniform pressure at the surface.- ' With 

only a small'error'it can be said that 

n--ys\i 9 Lit ■sQ 

Since the direction normal-to the surface is almost 

perpendicular to the horizontal, 

These equations may be.combined to obtain 

£0 
at* 

+ 3*4-0 

If simple-harmonic motion with a time factor 

j^Ctvtte) j_g assumec[} then 

* q 

*Y * 

It is also assumed that ^>-Pcos , where ? 

is a function of y alone. From the first' equation 

al£ - 
«>y* 

KaP--o; 

t* V* £3 1 
\J XitJ J •afore P=A*V + BJL r*y 



The condition.of no vertical movement at the 

bottom is . 

ii rD ly U1 

for v = -h.. This gives . 

A* -BA s 4 C , 

Therefore 

As^C.jzKh) B = '/zC& 

P=>ykCco$h K(,yth) 

i iwt + e) 
<p-Cco$h K(y*h) COSKX-JS. 

.The partial derivitive v/ith respect to y is now 

taken to obtain 

- KC StNh H (y +h) COS kX‘A**1"**^ . 
■ ' *Y " 2 

If this is introduced into the expression «/ ; 

then 

/<>/ y ’ 

LU^~ - qR ta/vJi Kh 
* V UJ r (jK-taNk Kk) ^ . 

From the condition at t*he surface 

h = cos/i Mh COi Kit »J2 

or using a.-~-y-c cosh kh and retaining the real part 

of the expression, 

O. COS KX 'St/v (US t 1- el 

This represents a system of standing waves of 



wave length A-and period T- . 

For traveling waves - two sets of waves-, 

yf^cLSiNkx. cos cot- 

>jz - cos Kx sw <vtr) 

can be superimposed to give yiso.s/^ C^x ± u;t). 

The wave velocity, U., is‘igiye.nv:by.'': .^;4;;'; ^ 

' t • U9 / OJ . . . N yjJ • 

U- f - (Xtauk Kk)*, 

For a. wave 'length less-than'-twice-the^’deoth/:that. is'. 

.. ' \ ••• •• •• •• • v • •’ .V, 

for deep water waves, ta/vAIKA«/ V 

Nov; the ..relationship . between-, thatvelocity of a 

group of waves of the same•wave length and the'velocity 

of. a wave in the group will - be examined:. -Suppose two • 

systems of waves of almost -the same-wave-length -are 

superimposed. The equation of -the..free surface, will be 

^ a SW (Kx-u>t) +ei. s/v(K'x -ui'tyi 

2a. cosJ'^KH-tOx (.uj-uj^t^ ( 

The cosine part of. this expression varies very, slowly .. 

with x. The surface, profile' takes the ..form of a curve 

of sines in which the amplitude - changes'-;slowly, from .6-to 



The distance between groups is' 2 K -K' and the time it 

takes to travel this distance is -w‘. . The, velocity 

of the group is then C- . where C is the group 

velocity. ■ This- becomes. 

C = 
ctaj 
c(K 

or in another way 

C ” (XU) - / / _ j e/ (/ 
ctK ~U A ^ • 

Recall the expression 

U- $ (tavA Kh)\ 

Take the derivitive of this and use the formula, 

S///A 2% - 2 SWA a>$AKj 

to geo 

KU-fektAwh Kh’)''2 

s(Ml z y2 (? K Uritx Kh) V<1[?tCLfJh Hh + secfj 2 **] 

'/o 

<fK 

ef{KV) _ 
cfK 

- V \( S. +-..LY
2 , SK S£ch*j<h 1 - K ta"A) + jK^nwzJ 

ef (KU) - \/ ,i f . , khsec^kh 7 
etk % ^ L tA/vh HA J 

otjkuL _ y f . .-_jsA _ 7 
cfK " 2 u l I T cosh Xh sit/Akh J 



J(ku) 
cfH c = iu.[t SiNh 2Kh 

for deep water this becomes 

C--KU. 
Therefore,- for deep water the group velocity is half- 

the velocity of the individual waves. 

r - sT 
,v- ”47T . 

The energy of a wave is equal, to the sum of th 

potential and kinetic energy.. The potential energy i 

eaual to 

rA 

PE z 'issJ 1 
o 

This is equal to 

The kinetic energy is given by 

This is equal to 

ft £ - y gk^c-os 
2
 C & t +.e). 

The sum is constant and is equal to. 

This is directly proportional to the square of the he 


